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Executive Summary
Background
In May 2012, the TaxPayers’ Alliance and Institute of Directors published The Single Income
Tax, the final report of their 2020 Tax Commission joint project tasked with investigating the
entire UK tax system and proposing an ambitious but realistic new system. The Single
Income Tax proposes a comprehensive overhaul of direct taxation, replacing the current
complicated array of taxes, thresholds and rates with a single tax on all income at a single
rate of 30 per cent.
Capital Gains Tax, Corporation Tax, employer’s National Insurance, employee’s National
Insurance, Stamp duty on shares and Stamp Duty Land Tax would all be abolished and
merged into a new, reformed and simplified Single Income Tax at 30 per cent. The entire
Single Income Tax plan would reduce the share of national income consumed by taxes to 33
per cent from around 38 per cent.
While the Single Income Tax represents how a radically and comprehensively simplified,
competitive tax system could look by 2020, individual concrete steps to a reformed system
can be taken now and in the near future that also make sense as achievable stand-alone
policies.
The overwhelming case for abolishing National Insurance was comprehensively made in The
Single Income Tax. In short, it has gradually mutated into nothing more than a set of parallel
income taxes that no longer serve the insurance function they were intended for.

Three steps to abolish National Insurance and merge into Income Tax
Three steps should be taken to simplify income taxes and remove the needless complexity of
National Insurance. Almost immediately, full transparency should be introduced on payslips
and National Insurance should be renamed to reflect its genuine function. Soon afterwards,
from April 2015, National Insurance rules, rates and thresholds should be substantially
simplified, meaningfully cut and fully aligned with Income Tax. Finally, from April 2017,
National Insurance should be fully abolished with the basic rate of Income Tax on labour
income set at 36 per cent. Meanwhile, the higher rate of 40 per cent should remain until 2018.
Both rates should be steadily cut until they all converge at 30 per cent in 2020.
Almost all groups benefit directly from the proposals in this paper. Employers benefit from a
simpler, more transparent system with a lighter administrative burden. Four out of five
Institute of Directors members agree that National Insurance should be fully merged with
Income Tax. Pensioners born before April 1957 benefit from a special rate that maintains their
lower tax rates. People with fluctuating low incomes benefit from averaging out their tax free
allowances. The self-employed benefit from a simpler system with just one rate. Millions of
ordinary taxpayers in ordinary PAYE jobs will benefit from a tax system that is more
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understandable with more generous allowances and lower rates. Even HMRC will benefit
from having to maintain a much simpler system that the public can trust.
It is important to note that proposals in this paper only relate to labour income. The
transition to a Single Income Tax on investment, pensions and other non-labour income will
be addressed in a separate paper.

1.

Transparency, from April 2013:








2.

National Insurance should be renamed to accurately describe its genuine function.
National Insurance should immediately be made transparent so employees can see on
their payslips how much income tax they pay, how much employee’s National
Insurance they pay, and how much employer’s National Insurance their employers pay
on their behalf.
All three figures should be added up into a Total Income Taxes figure.
As an immediate simplification measure, employer’s and employee’s National
Insurance rates should be equalised by cutting both to 11 per cent from April 2013 and
employer’s and employee’s earnings thresholds should also be equalised by raising the
employer’s level from £144 per week to match the employee’s level of £146 per week.
73 per cent of Institute of Directors members agree that changes in employer’s
National Insurance rates alter how much they can pay their staff.

Simplification, from April 2015:













The operation of National Insurance should be aligned with Income Tax.
The Social Security (Categorisation of Earners) Regulations 1978 should be abolished
so that only one set of rules defines earnings across both Income Tax and National
Insurance.
National Insurance should also be changed from a periodic, per-job applicability with
weekly thresholds to an annual, per-person charge to match Income Tax. Employer’s
National Insurance should continue to be assessed per-job.
The main rates of National Insurance should be cut again to 10 per cent.
The Upper Earnings Limit for Employee’s National Insurance contributions should be
aligned with the threshold for the higher rate of Income Tax. Contributions above this
limit, currently 2 per cent, should be abolished.
Separate reduced rates of National Insurance for share fishermen and some married
women should be abolished. Those eligible should qualify for self-employed rates
instead.
Voluntary National Insurance contributions should be abolished.
The self-employed weekly Class 2 contribution flat rate of £2.65 per week should be
abolished and the Class 4 rate on profits should be increased from 9 to 10 per cent.
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3.

Merger, from April 2017:









National Insurance and Income Tax should be fully merged.
79 per cent of Institute of Directors members agree that National Insurance and
Income Tax should be fully merged.
The self-employed rate of 20 plus 10 per cent should be replaced with a single rate of
30 per cent in April 2017.
The standard rate of Income Tax of 20 per cent plus 10 per cent each on employers and
employees for National Insurance should be replaced with a single rate of 36 per cent
in April 2017. It should be cut to 34 per cent in 2018 and cut again to 32 per cent in
2019.
The 40 per cent higher rate of Income Tax should be cut to 36 per cent in 2018 and
again to 33 per cent in 2019.
From April 2020, all rates should be replaced with a Single Income Tax of 30 per cent.
Those aged 60 or over on April 2017 (ie, born before April 1957) should be subject to a
different set of tax rates when they reach the State Pension Age to protect their
expectation of advantageous rates as a result of being exempt or expecting to become
exempt from employee’s National Insurance.
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Step one: transparency
National Insurance is opaque and poorly understood. Employer’s National Insurance is really
paid for by workers, not companies. Despite its name, its true function is overwhelmingly a
tax, not an insurance scheme. And because people often don’t see their employers’
contributions on their payslips, it worsens labour relations and distorts the relationship
between perceptions of public and personal finances. The first step towards a Single Income
Tax should introduce transparency to National Insurance from April 2013 by a) calling it what
it really is, an income tax, b) putting employer’s contributions on payslips and c) cutting both
employer’s and employee’s rates to 11 per cent each.

National Insurance is opaque
By splitting up employees’ tax bills and labelling part of them as National Insurance
contributions, the tax system is made more opaque. To determine exactly how much tax is
payable on income, taxpayers must add together National Insurance contributions and
Income Tax payments. While this is not a complicated mathematical exercise, it is
nonetheless a disadvantage to all those who favour an open, honest and transparent taxation
system.
But what makes the National Insurance system particularly opaque is the employer’s part of
National Insurance. It is an additional amount which needs to be added to Income Tax and
employee’s National Insurance for taxpayers to compute their true total income tax bill. But it
is classified as being paid by the employer and, as a consequence, is often not stated on
payslips as a burden on employees. This hides from employees the full extent of their tax bill
by effectively disguising part of their income behind an economic fiction that it is a charge
paid by the employer from corporate profits instead.
This opacity should be tackled as soon as possible. Firstly by renaming National Insurance to
call it what it is: an income tax. Secondly by amending regulations to ensure that employer’s
National Insurance contributions are included on payslips and that it is added to gross
earnings figures so that workers can see their true earnings.

National Insurance contributions are a tax, not an insurance premium
The overwhelming majority of National Insurance revenue does not pay for benefits which
are dependent upon an individual’s National Insurance contributions. Those who contract
out of the Additional State Pension must join an approved pension scheme and their rebate is
paid into the scheme. National Insurance contributions are based not on a risk profile but
rather are a function of earnings, again like a tax and unlike insurance. The (compulsory)
insurance function that does exist is minimal, relating only to a few marginal benefits and a
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tangential relationship with the State Pension system which the government seems likely to
abolish. It is in effect, overwhelmingly, simply an additional tax on labour income.
The National Insurance Fund was established in 1911 but took on its current form in 1975
when it merged with the National Insurance (Industrial Injuries) Fund and the National
Insurance (Reserve) Fund. It is the account which receives most National Insurance
contributions but also sometimes receives grants from HM Treasury. It is responsible for
paying contributory benefits (89 per cent of expenditure is pensions) but operates on a payas-you-go basis in that a given year’s contributions pay for that year’s expenditure. The
Government has no powers to use the Fund’s receipts to finance any other activities. The
Fund has no borrowing powers but it deposits all of its working balance with the government
for which it accrues interest at the Bank of England bank rate and this is administered by the
Debt Management Office.
Despite these technicalities the Fund’s finances are not, in effect, treated very differently
from general taxation. The Government decides how much contributions will be, what
proportion of them will be paid into the Fund and the level of the benefits paid from it. It also
provides it with grants, when necessary, to maintain its working balance. The Fund is
effectively an accounting device to manage and label part of the Government’s current
finances. It is not a fund in any meaningful sense of the term.

Workers (not companies) end up paying employer’s National Insurance contributions
either through lower wages or higher unemployment
Academic opinion varies as to the precise degree to which employees pay the economic cost
of the charge but the range of opinion extends between mostly and completely on employees
in the form of lower wages and salaries, higher prices (effectively lower incomes for
consumers, including workers) and higher unemployment.
The Institute of Directors surveyed its members’ opinions on the subject of how employer’s
National Insurance affects staff pay. An overwhelming majority, 73 per cent1, agreed with the
statement “when employer’s National Insurance increases, that reduces what I can pay staff”.
Just 12 per cent disagreed. The remainder either didn’t know or neither agreed nor disagreed.
Looking at Social Security Payroll Taxes, the closest American equivalent of Employers’
National Insurance, Brittain found results “consistent with the hypothesis that 100 per cent of
the tax is borne by labor.”2 Gruber used evidence following a “sharp exogenous reduction in
the payroll tax burden on Chilean firms” and estimated that “the incidence of payroll taxation
is fully on wages, with no effect on employment.”3

1

See Appendix C for full details.
Brittain, J. A. The Incidence of Social Security Payroll Taxes, American Economic Review, 1972
3 Gruber, J. The Incidence of Payroll Taxation: Evidence from Chile, Journal of Labour Economics, 15, 1997
2
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Because consumers are likely to reduce their overall spending and transfer more of it to
goods and services produced where Employers’ National Insurance is not chargeable,
organisations are limited in the extent to which they can raise prices. Labour, however, is less
mobile and for most employees reducing wages by an amount equivalent to the charge will
simply reduce the net economic benefit they capture from their employment. This is why
most, if not all, of the charge works its way through to workers through lower wages rather
than to consumers through higher prices or capital through lower profits.
A small number of employees, however, will not simply accept a lower net income as a result
of National Insurance because, for this group, the financial and other benefits of being in
employment already only just outweigh the costs in terms of the time and effort involved. For
them, employer’s National Insurance means the difference between work being financially
worth the time and effort required and it not being so in the same way that Income Tax can.
Some of these people will give up work altogether, while others will simply reduce their
employment to part time.
In other words, they are unemployed or underemployed and it is in this manner that they
carry the burden of employer’s National Insurance. While its execution differs from Income
Tax and employee’s National Insurance, the effect of employer’s National Insurance is, if not
wholly, then almost identical: overwhelmingly paid for by workers in the form of lower net
incomes for the majority who stay in work and underemployment and unemployment for the
minority who do not.

National Insurance damages labour relations
Because employer’s National Insurance is a tax largely paid for by workers through lower
incomes, and results in higher unemployment, but is not clearly marked as such – on
payslips, by politicians or in media coverage of the Budget – it acts as a stealth tax with
damaging effects in the labour market which go beyond that of an equivalent amount raised
by Income Tax.
Many employees simply do not realise the true level of their compensation as a direct result
of employer’s National Insurance. Many believe the financial reward employers provide in
exchange for labour is limited to the official salary plus other visible benefits and simply do
not realise that their employer pays employer’s National Insurance in addition to this. That
has the effect of diminishing both employees’ perception of the financial remuneration
provided by employers and the perception of the burden of taxation they personally bear.
While this approach to raising revenue for public spending holds an obvious appeal for
politicians keen to be seen to be offering ‘something for nothing’, such dishonesty cannot be
a healthy part of any prospectus for government. But this has ramifications beyond honesty
in politics, government and public spending.
The gap between the value to employers of the labour an employee provides and the value of
the compensation received in return for that labour is a direct consequence of employer’s
7

National Insurance. This gap creates the perception that employers reap much higher profits
than is the case and leads many to conclude that the basis of profitability lies not in efficient
and successful organisation but simply underpaying workers. In turn, this must be
responsible for a significant proportion of friction between employees and employers with all
the strikes, workplace disharmony and loss of productivity and prosperity that entails.

National Insurance ruptures the relationship between public and personal finances
The complexity and opacity described above also has the effect of making it more difficult for
taxpayers to link and compare the cost of the government services they receive with the tax
they pay. Consumer law requires companies to advertise all compulsory charges to ensure
customers know exactly how much they are paying when they make a purchase.
Without that law, customers would discover the final price anyway when they actually paid
the bill. But the law makes it clear that enforcing honest and transparent labelling of pricing
structures is in the public interest. This principle should apply to taxation and government
services, too. The overwhelming majority of National Insurance revenue does not pay for
benefits which are dependent upon an individual’s National Insurance contributions. The
‘insurance’ function that does exist is minimal, relating only to a few marginal benefits and a
tangential relationship with the State Pension system. It is, overwhelmingly, simply an
additional tax on earned income.

From April 2013, National Insurance should be made transparent and the rates should
be cut
National Insurance should be renamed from April 2013 to accurately describe its genuine
function. Employer’s National Insurance should be called “Income Tax (payroll levy)” while
employee’s National Insurance should be called “Income Tax (National Insurance)”. Also
beginning in April 2013, regulations should be amended to ensure that employer’s National
Insurance is printed on payslips together with a “total income taxes” figure (combining both
National Insurance charges and Income Tax) and a “true earnings” figure (combining gross
earnings with employer’s National Insurance contributions).
Because some companies may not be able to meet the deadline for adjusting payslip printing
processes, companies should be given the option to opt out for the first year (until April
2014).
The main rates of National Insurance should both be cut from 13.8 per cent on employers and
12 per cent on employees to a single rate of 11 per cent each. As immediate simplification
measures, separate thresholds for employer’s and employee’s contributions should be ended
and the employer’s threshold should be raised to match the employee’s.
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The budget impact of the changes in step one would be £26.4 billion in 2013-14 and
£27.1 billion in 2014-15
Using estimates in HMRC’s ‘direct effects of illustrative tax changes’ table, we have estimated
the budget impact of the rate and threshold changes in step one: raising the personal
allowance from the budgeted £9,205 to £10,656; maintaining the basic rate limit at the current
£34,370 instead of cutting it to the budgeted £32,245; raising the employer National Insurance
threshold from £144 to £146 per week; raising the annual Upper Profits Limit from the
budgeted £41,450 to £45,026, raising the employee Upper Earnings Limit from the budgeted
£797.12 (not published but implied in paragraph 2.35 in Budget 2012) to £817; cutting the Class
1 employee main rate of National Insurance from 12 to 11 per cent; and cutting the Class 1
employer rate of National Insurance from 13.8 to 11 per cent.
The estimates are likely to be overstated for two reasons. Firstly, the totals are likely to be
overstated by approximately £60 million due to the element of double counting involved in
both raising the employer threshold and reducing the employer rate. Secondly, the estimates
also ignore dynamic effects which are likely to be substantial due to the disproportionately
destructive effect payroll taxes have on employment levels.

Table 1: Budget impact assessment of proposals in step one
Estimate of step one proposals
HMRC estimates
Change personal allowance by £100

Estimates (£m)

Multiplier

Budget impact
(£m)

2013-14

2014-15

2013-14

2014-15

2013-14

2014-15

590

580

-14.510

-14.510

-8,561

-8,416

Change basic rate limit by 1 per cent

320

320

-6.590

-6.590

-2,109

-2,109

Change employer threshold by £2 per
week
Change upper profits limit by £520 per
year
Change upper earnings limit by £10
per week
Change Class 1 employee main rate by
1 percentage point
Change Class 1 employer rate by 1
percentage point
Total:

290

300

-1.000

-1.000

-290

-300

10

10

6.877

6.877

69

69

170

180

1.988

1.988

338

358

3,650

3,850

-1.000

-1.000

-3,650

-3,850

4,350

4,600

-2.800

-2.800

-12,180

-12,880

26,383

27,128
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Step two: simplification
National Insurance is needlessly complex and differs from Income Tax in eight key respects
which serve no useful purpose, except assessment of employer’s National Insurance on a perjob basis. It also imposes a heavy administrative burden on both employers and HMRC. The
second step towards a Single Income Tax should take bold steps to introduce simplicity while
National Insurance remains in the tax system. From April 2015, National Insurance rules
should be substantially aligned with Income Tax rules to radically simplify its operation. The
main rates of employer’s and employee’s National Insurance should be cut again to 10 per
cent each. The self-employed should pay rate of 10 per cent instead of a combination of a 9
per cent rate and an additional £2.65 weekly flat rate. Voluntary contributions and special
reduced rates for share fishermen, married women and voluntary development workers
should be abolished. Those eligible for the special reduced rates should instead be eligible for
treatment as a self-employed person (ie, exempt from employer’s National Insurance
contributions). Finally, contributions above the Upper Earnings Limit should be abolished so
that only one rate of employee’s National Insurance remains and it is levied only on income
within the basic rate band of Income Tax.

National Insurance is needlessly complex
By definition, having two sets of rules is more complicated than one. People who want to
understand the system have to learn the different rates and thresholds; but as the table of key
differences illustrates, the additional complexity spreads significantly further than that. The
two charges apply over different times. Indeed, the National Insurance timeframe is variable
(whatever the ‘employment period’ is) whereas Income Tax is fixed at annual assessments.
They apply to different units; National Insurance is applied per job and Income Tax per
person. And then there are myriad differences in the minutiae of classification of such things
as whether or not someone, particularly in the case of an entertainer, is ‘self-employed’. As
the Institute for Fiscal Studies explains4:
“This position changed in July 1998, when the DSS admitted that its general position
towards entertainers was unsustainable in law. The Categorisation Regulations
subsequently introduced between July 1988 and April 2003 ensured that most
entertainers would be treated as if they were employees for National Insurance purposes
(again irrespective of their status for Income Tax purposes as determined under the
usual case law). Under the present National Insurance regime, the Categorisation
Regulations apply, and Class 1 NICs are payable, unless the entertainer’s remuneration
does not involve any amount of ‘salary’.

4

Adam, S. & Loutzenhiser, G. Integrating Income Tax & National Insurance: An Interim Report,
Institute for Fiscal Studies, 2007
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At first, the Categorisation Regulations applied only where the remuneration was ‘wholly
or mainly’ salary, but the test was extended to any amount of salary in 2003 once HMRC
discovered that most entertainers entered into contracts providing for residuals and
royalty payments which often exceeded the basic salary element. ‘Salary’ is defined in the
regulations as payments made for services rendered under a contract for services where
there is more than one payment, payable at a specific period or interval, and computed
by reference to the amount of time for which work has been performed. If the
Categorisation Regulations apply, all payments under an engagement (including
residuals and royalties) are subject to NIC, not merely the salary element.”
All these differences amount to more complexity than would otherwise be the case. That
complexity means more tax officials are required to administer and collect the tax, but it also
means employers and employees alike (together with their tax advisers) must familiarise
themselves with a greater number of rules and peculiarities. The likelihood of errors and
unintentional non-compliance also increases with greater complexity, which is unfair.

National Insurance differs from income tax in eight key areas
Table 2: Differences between National Insurance and Income Tax
Key Area

Difference between National Insurance and Income Tax

Assessment
period

National Insurance is assessed per employment period (as in per pay-slip, typically period
weekly or monthly, though company directors are assessed annually) while Income Tax is
assessed annually (though typically an estimate is paid per employment period through the
PAYE system with discrepancies resolved after the end of the tax year).

Assessment unit

National Insurance contributions are normally paid on a per-job basis, whereas unit
Income Tax is assessed per person. This means that someone with two jobs benefits from
bands of earnings under the thresholds for National Insurance for each job.

Earnings
definition

Income Tax applies to most income, although with slightly different rate schedules for each
of savings and dividends income. National Insurance, however, is payable only on income
‘derived from an employment’. On technicalities such as expenses, gratuities (for waiters,
etc.) and benefits-in-kind, the National Insurance rules are usually more favourable than
those used to assess liability for Income Tax.

Person
applicability

While Income Tax applies to everyone (with the exception of more generous age-related
tax-free thresholds), employee’s National Insurance applies only to those aged between 16
and the State Pension Age. Employer’s National Insurance also only applies to those over 16 but
does not stop being payable when employees reach the State Pension Age. There is a special
reduced rate of National Insurance contributions for women who have been married since
1977 and in continuous employment. Other than that, National Insurance largely ignores
marital status whereas Income Tax contains various assumptions (such as equal shares of
income arising from jointly- owned property) which are dependent on marital status.

Employment
status

Those classified as self-employed for National Insurance purposes enjoy considerably more
favourable rules than the employed in terms of admissibility of expenses and exemption
from employer’s National Insurance. Self-employed status affords much less favourable
treatment under Income Tax rules. Also, for occupations including entertainers,
construction workers, ministers of religion, part-time or visiting lecturers/instructors and
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office cleaners, the categorisation as employed or self-employed may not be the same
under National Insurance rules as under rules for Income Tax, as the latter are categorised
only by common law tests while, for the purposes only of National Insurance, HMRC is
authorised to determine employment status under Regulations irrespective of the status
for Income Tax purposes.
Pensions

Neither system taxes investment returns within a fund but pension income is subject to
Income Tax and yet exempt from National Insurance contributions. Contributions to
pension funds are exempt from Income Tax. However, while an employer’s contribution to
a pension fund is exempt from both employer’s and employee’s National Insurance
contributions, they are payable on the employee’s contribution to the pension fund.

Expenses

For an expense to be deductible for Income Tax purposes it must be “wholly, exclusively
and necessarily” incurred for the employment whereas for National Insurance the test is
“any specific and distinct payment of, or contribution towards, expenses which an
employed earner actually incurs in carrying out his employment”. However, deductibility
for National Insurance only applies when the employee is reimbursed by the employer. So
for items such as professional fees, which are deductible for Income Tax purposes,
National Insurance must be paid if the fee is not reimbursed by the employer.

Miscellaneous
and international

Reliefs such as blind person’s allowance (a larger personal allowance for blind people) are
applicable to Income Tax but not National Insurance. Liability for National Insurance and
Income Tax varies for seconded employees to/from the UK. Some pay one but not the other
charge, depending on UK and EU law and bilateral treaties.

National Insurance imposes a heavy administrative burden
In 2006 KPMG produced a report for HMRC measuring the administrative impact on
business of tax regulations5. The report ignored the costs relating to non-compliance, the cost
and uncertainty of change, the cost of economic activity discouraged by the perception of
complexity and operational grit in the system and only measured direct, marginal compliance
costs. Despite its narrow focus, KPMG found that just three of the ‘information obligations’
the separate National Insurance system imposed on businesses incurred a compliance cost to
business of £146 million.
It did not detail the cost of other, less onerous obligations. HMRC spends substantially more
in order to maintain separate National Insurance and Income Tax systems than it would if
one of the charges did not exist and the remaining charge was commensurately higher. It
charges £300 million to the National Insurance Fund for collecting contributions.
The two systems require companies and their tax accountants to know more detail and this
places demands on employers’ and employees’ time. That duplication means lower incomes,
as the money is used to pay for tax advisers and HR administration, and higher taxes on those
lower incomes to pay for the additional HMRC inspectors and their other costs.

From April 2015, National Insurance should be substantially aligned with Income Tax,
radically simplified and the rates should be cut again

5

KPMG, 2006, Administrative Burdens – HMRC Measurement Project http://lowtax.es/HdlMWN
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From April 2015, the operation of National Insurance should be substantially aligned with
Income Tax. National Insurance should be assessed annually on a per person basis with
thresholds matching the Income Tax personal allowance and threshold between the basic
rate and higher rates. Employer’s National Insurance, however, should continue to be
assessed on a per-job basis so that employer tax liabilities are certain and do not depend on
how much the employee earned in other jobs. The Social Security (Categorisation of Earners)
Regulations 1978 should be abolished so that only one set of rules defines earnings across
both Income Tax and National Insurance. Rules covering employment status, and the
definition and treatment of expenses for National Insurance should be abolished and
replaced by the rules that already apply to Income Tax. Employee contributions to pension
funds should be exempt from both National Insurance contributions so that both employer
and employee contributions to pension funds are exempt from both Income Tax and
National Insurance.
Because National Insurance rates would be annualised from April 2015, employee’s National
Insurance contributions should be determined using HMRC’s ‘Pay As You Earn’ (PAYE)
system for calculating and collecting employee Income Tax direct from employers. Because
the personal allowance and definitions of earnings and expenses for National Insurance
would be identical to Income Tax and because employee’s National Insurance contributions
would only be due on labour income within the basic rate band, employers would simply
apply the employee’s National Insurance contribution rate to the whatever sum was liable for
Income Tax at the basic rate. This should be handled using the existing ‘PAYE’ codes.
The main rates of both employer’s and employee’s National Insurance should be cut again to
10 per cent each. The self-employed should pay rate of 10 per cent instead of a combination of
a 9 per cent rate and an additional £2.65 weekly flat rate. Voluntary contributions and special
reduced rates for share fishermen, married women and voluntary development workers
should be abolished. Those eligible for the special reduced rates should instead be eligible for
treatment as a self-employed person (ie, exempt from employer’s National Insurance
contributions). Finally, employee contributions above the Upper Earnings Limit should be
abolished so that only one rate of employee’s National Insurance remains and it is levied only
at the basic rate.
The only remaining differences between National Insurance and Income Tax from 2015
should be its existence as a separate entity, its applicability only to those aged between 16 and
the state pension age, and any differences in applicability to foreign nationals in the UK
under double taxation treaties.

The budget impact of the changes in step two would be approximately £20 billion in
2015-16
Using estimates for 2013-14 (estimates are not provided beyond 2014-15) in HMRC’s ‘direct
effects of illustrative tax changes’ table, we have estimated the additional budget impact of
13

the rate and threshold changes in step two above those already estimated in step two. The
changes include raising both the employer and the employee National Insurance thresholds
from £146 per week to £204.92 the weekly equivalent of the proposed annual £10,656 while
cutting the rates from 11 to 10 per cent; raising the employee Upper Earnings Limit from £817
per week in step one to £865.88; the weekly equivalent of the proposed annual £45,026;
raising the lower profits limit for self-employed Class 4 contributions from £7,605 to £10,656
and raising the Class 4 main rate from 9 to 10 per cent while abolishing the Class 2 weekly
contributions of £2.65; and abolishing the Class 1 employee additional rate and Class 4
additional rate, both currently 2 per cent.
Estimates of double counting were calculated by multiplying the budget impact by the
change in the relevant rate. The estimates are incomplete approximations for three reasons.
Firstly, they do not take into account either the effect of annualising weekly National
Insurance rates and thresholds or the effect of changing the rules on applicability of charges,
deductibility of expenses, definition of earnings, and the assessment of employee’s National
Insurance from a per job to a per person basis. Secondly, the estimates also ignore dynamic
effects which are likely to be substantial due to the disproportionately destructive effect
payroll taxes have on employment levels. Thirdly, the numbers are derived from HMRC
estimates of policy changes on 2013-14 revenues. Shifting patterns of employment, the growth
of earnings and inflation are not accounted for.

Table 3: Budget impact assessment of proposals in step two
Estimates of step two proposals
HMRC estimates

Estimates (£)

Multiplier

Budget
impact (£)

2013-14

2015-16

Change employer threshold by £2 per week

290

-29.462

-8,544

Change employee threshold by £2 per week

250

-29.462

-7,365

Change upper earnings limit by £10 per week
Change Class 1 employee main rate by 1 percentage point
Change Class 4 main rate by 1 percentage point
Change Class 1 employer rate by 1 percentage point
Change Class 1 employee additional rate by 1 percentage point
Change Class 4 additional rate by 1 percentage point
Change Class 2 rate by £1 per week
Change lower profits limit by £104 per year
Sum total of HMRC estimates:

170

4.888

831

3,650

-1.000

-3,650

230

1.000

230

4,350

-1.000

-4,350

590

-2.000

-1,180

90

-2.000

-180

140

-2.650

-371
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-29.337

-440
-22,848

Employer threshold rise double counting estimate

2,353

Employee threshold rise double counting estimate

1,228

Upper Earnings Limit rise double counting estimate
Lower profits limit rise double counting estimate
Sum total of double counting estimates:

-166
-49
3,365
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Total:

-19,483
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Step three: merger
National Insurance chokes economic growth and destroys jobs. The third step towards a
Single Income Tax should merge National Insurance with Income Tax. From April 2017,
National Insurance should be abolished entirely with new rates of Income Tax on labour
income. Also from April 2017, salaries and wages should be adjusted to incorporate the
abolished employer’s National Insurance. Rates should then be steadily reduced to achieve a
Single Income Tax of 30 per cent by April 2020. A separate system should apply to those born
before April 1957 to ensure that when they reach the state pension age, they pay the same
preferential, low rates that they already expect to enjoy.

National Insurance chokes economic growth and destroys jobs.
It seems best to assume, in most circumstances, that Income Tax and National Insurance will
have similar economic effects, as they are very similar taxes. In research for the OECD,
Johansson et al. reported that “the empirical analysis for this paper found only weak evidence
that employees’ social security contributions have less of an impact than personal income taxes
in terms of reducing GDP per capita.” As a result, the harms created by higher marginal income
tax rates are also likely to be created by higher National Insurance contribution rates.
However there may be particular problems created by employer’s National Insurance, as it is a
non-wage labour cost which may create unemployment if it rises and employers are not able to
pass that cost on to labour. Afonso and Furceri found that “indirect taxes and social
contributions” were the “most detrimental to growth”.6
Lilico and Sameen, in a study for Policy Exchange, reported that the Oxford Economics model,
which they used due to its similarity to the model used by the Treasury, suggested the harms
created by an increase in employer’s NI were “so powerful they should be treated very
cautiously [as they may not be reliable] – a 2p rise in Employers’ National Insurance in the
model reduces GDP after three years by two per cent. However it seems fairly clear that
Employers’ National Insurance is one of the worst possible taxes to raise.”7

National Insurance can be abolished and merged with Income Tax into a single tax on
labour income
National Insurance should be abolished, with all the rates and schedules of Income Tax
replaced by a single proportionate tax on labour income. Such a change would require careful
implementation and a serious attempt to inform the public to avoid the obvious danger of it
being perceived as a tax rise, but would be worthwhile.
6

Afonso, A. & Furceri, D. Government size, composition, volatility and economic growth, ECB Working Paper No. 849,
January 2008
7 Lilico, A. & Sameem, H. Taxation, Growth and Employment, Policy Exchange, 2010
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The Institute of Directors surveyed its members’ opinions on the whether or not National
Insurance should be fully merged with Income Tax. An overwhelming majority, 79 per cent8,
agreed with the statement “Income Tax and National Insurance should be fully merged”. Just
11 per cent disagreed. The remainder either didn’t know or neither agreed nor disagreed.
Abolition would be a major change in the operation of the part of the tax system that applies to
half the population at any time and most of the population at some point in their lives. There is
a risk of public confusion from those who might worry that they will suffer financially as a
result of the change either because the amount of tax the government will admit people are
paying will indeed increase or simply because they may have heard that the system is changing
and naturally worry about what their worst case scenario might be.
It is because of this risk that we propose that abolition ought to be carried out in two phases.
The first phase consists of the alignment reforms that would harmonise the operations of the
two systems without the fundamental change involved with abolition. This operational
alignment, together with renaming elements of the two charges would both more accurately
reflect their true functions and enhance public understanding which would in turn make the
reforms in the second phase clearer.
After that first phase, the second phase of abolishing National Insurance and with it the
contributory principle should be better understood as making the accounting operation of the
system match the economic reality and in the process creating a simpler, cheaper and more
transparent tax system. Government bodies are notoriously bad at delivering new IT projects,
so that might cause concern that this merger could cost millions in transferring over to new
systems. But this would not need to be the case as National Insurance rates could simply be set
to 0, and the Income Tax adjusted accordingly.
From April 2017, National Insurance should be abolished entirely with new rates of
Income Tax on labour income
National Insurance and Income Tax should be fully merged. The self-employed rate of 20 per
cent of Income Tax plus 10 per cent of employee’s National Insurance for income above the
personal allowance but below the higher rate threshold should be replaced with a single rate
of 30 per cent.
The standard rate of Income Tax of 20 per cent Income Tax plus the new, lower rates of 10 per
cent each for employer’s and employee’s National Insurance should be replaced with a single
basic rate of Income Tax on labour income only at 36 per cent. It should then be cut to 34 per
cent in 2018 and cut again to 32 per cent in 2019. The 40 per cent higher rate of Income Tax
should be cut to 36 per cent in 2018 and again to 33 per cent in 2019. During the transition,
while labour income remains distinct from non-labour income and attracts higher rates, it
should be assessed for income tax before non-labour income. This would ensure the merger

8

See Appendix C for full details.
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itself does not affect the distribution of the tax burden between people with different
proportions of income from labour and non-labour sources.
From April 2020, all rates of tax on labour income should be replaced with a Single Income
Tax of 30 per cent.
A separate system should apply to those born before April 1957 (ie, those aged at least 60 in
April 2017) for when they reach the State Pension Age. To ensure this group continues to
benefit from the lower tax rates they will have expected to enjoy once they reach the State
Pension Age (by not having to pay employee’s National Insurance), they should pay a rate of
27 per cent in the basic rate band of income but the same higher rate bands as everyone else
of 40 per cent from April 2017, 36 per cent from April 2018 and 33 per cent from April 2019.
However, from April 2020, the 33 per cent band should remain on taxable income above the
basic rate threshold to twice that level so that someone earning that amount would pay an
average rate of exactly 30 per cent on taxable income. Incomes above this level should be
taxed at a single proportionate rate of 30 per cent above the personal allowance.
For example, if the personal allowance is £10,656 per year and the basic rate is payable on the
first £34,370 of taxable income, someone earning £50,656 per year should pay no tax on the
income covered by the personal allowance, 27 per cent tax on the first £34,370 and then 33
per cent on the remaining £5,630. However, someone earning £100,656 should pay a single
proportionate rate of 30 per cent on the entire £90,000 above the £10,656 covered by the
personal allowance.

Also from April 2017, salaries and wages should be adjusted to incorporate employer’s
National Insurance
Legislation should require gross salaries and wages in March 2017 to be treated as if they
included the employer’s National Insurance contributions when determining wages and
salaries after April 2017. For example, an employer who paid an employee a gross salary of
£25,000 might have to pay employers’ National Insurance of approximately £1,500. Therefore,
the adjusted salary from April 2017 would be approximately £26,500 (before applying any
agreed annual increases or decreases) to convert the pre-merger salary into a post-merger
salary, as per normal negotiations and contractual obligations.
Finally, employment contracts signed before April 2017 should also be adjusted to include a
“legacy gross earnings multiplier” which would be used to calculate pre-merger equivalent
gross earnings based on a post-merger total earnings figure. This multiplier could then be
used for purposes such as calculating redundancy payments when these rely on multiples of
annual or periodic agreed gross earnings.
The value of all such statutory entitlements relating to contracts signed after April 2017
should be reduced by 10 per cent, to account for the fact that gross earnings would rise
following the abolition of employer’s National Insurance. This measure would ensure that the
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actual value to employees and the cost to employers of statutory entitlements would remain
unchanged by the abolition of National Insurance and its merger with Income Tax.

The budget impact of the proposals in step three would be approximately £50 billion
2020
A crude estimate of the budget impact of changes towards the Single Income Tax in step
three is £50 billion. Using estimates for 2013-14 (estimates are not provided beyond 2014-15) in
HMRC’s ‘direct effects of illustrative tax changes’ table, HMRC taxpayer numbers and incomes
data and Budget 2012 forecasts for total National Insurance receipts, we have estimated the
additional budget impact of abolishing National Insurance and the rate changes to Income
Tax in step three. The estimated impact from proposals in steps one and two have been
subtracted.
The estimates are crude approximations for three reasons. Firstly, the Income Tax estimates
are based on all income, not just labour income. Secondly, the estimates also ignore dynamic
effects which are likely to be substantial due to the disproportionately destructive effect
payroll and income taxes have on employment and enterprise levels. Thirdly, the numbers
are derived from HMRC estimates of policy changes on 2013-14 revenues. Shifting patterns of
employment, the growth of earnings and inflation are not accounted for.
Table 4: Budget impact assessment of proposals in step three
Estimate of step three proposals

2013-14 (£m)

20 per cent of income in excess of £150,000 (2012-13 estimate)

-9,732

Increase the basic rate of Income Tax by 10p, based on a £4,500 million impact per 1p

45,000

Cut the higher rate of Income Tax by 10p, based on £1,040 million impact per 1p

-10,400

Loss of National Insurance 2013-14 projected revenues (from Budget 2012)

-111,300

Sum of 2013-14 revenue effects from proposals in steps one and two
Adjustment for double counting the cost of raising the personal allowance
Total:

35,196
1,712
-49,524
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Impact assessment
Pensioners
Incomes from pensions are separate from labour incomes. The proposals in this paper do not
apply to income from pensions.
Labour income earned by those born before April 1957 would be protected with a separate tax
rate that maintains the 20 per cent basic rate plus employer’s National Insurance once they
reach the State Pension Age. While employer’s National Insurance is taken from incomes of
people aged over the State Pension Age, they are not liable for employee’s National
Insurance. With employer’s National Insurance now at 13.8 per cent, that equates to an
effective rate of 29.7 per cent. But after our proposals cut the employer’s rate to 10 per cent
from April 2015, the effective combined rate would fall to 27.3 per cent. After National
Insurance would be abolished in April 2017, people with labour income over the personal
allowance up to the basic rate threshold would be liable for Income Tax at the special lower
rate of 27 per cent. This is slightly less than the effective rate of 27.3 per cent they would pay
under our proposals from April 2015 and substantially less than the 29.7 per cent they pay
now.
Income above the basic rate threshold would be liable for the same rate as everyone else until
April 2020. After April 2020 the 33 per cent rate would continue until double the basic rate
threshold, so that equal amounts of labour income would be taxed at 27 and 33 per cent and
the average tax rate on the taxable income would be 30 per cent when incomes reached the
upper end of that scale. Those whose taxable labour income is more than double the basic
rate threshold would then be taxed at a proportionate Single Income Tax rate of 30 per cent.
This means that everyone born before April 1957 would pay either the same or less tax than
under the current system.
For example, a 70 year old with an annual labour income of £15,000 next year will pay tax of
£900 (based on 20 per cent above the age-related personal allowance of £10,500) next year,
2013-14. Under our proposals, the tax paid next year would be cut to £869, because the
personal allowance would be set at the higher level of £10,656. This assumption is based on
increasing the £10,000 personal allowance at 2011-12 prices for 4.475 per cent inflation during
2011 to derive a 2012-13 figure of £10,448 and then assuming 2012 inflation is at the Bank of
England’s target of 2 per cent. Most analysts predict it will be higher than this, however.
In 2017-18, after our proposal to merge National Insurance into Income Tax would have been
implemented, the 70 year old would continue to pay the inflation-adjusted equivalent of £869
as explained above, assuming the income also rose in line with inflation.
Similarly, someone over the State Pension Age but born before April 1957 earning an income
of £60,000 (between the thresholds of £45,026 and £79,396 [all at 2013-14 prices]) would pay
£12,864 tax. This would be comprised of no tax on income up to the personal allowance of
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£10,656; 20 per cent on the income above the personal allowance but below £45,026; and 40
per cent on the remaining £14,974.

Chart 1: Proposed merged Income Tax and National Insurance rates for people over the State
Pension Age

Chart 2: Proposed combined Income Tax and National Insurance rates for people over the
State Pension Age
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Labour income earned by those born after April 1957 would be liable for the Single Income
Tax at 30 per cent once they reach the State Pension Age. Those born after April 1957 would
not be eligible for the separate system described above. People now expect to pay effective
marginal rates of tax on labour income of 40.2 per cent before reaching the State Pension Age
and then 29.7 per cent afterwards. Our proposals would mean that people born after April
1957 would pay an effective rate of 30 per cent both before and after reaching the State
Pension Age. However, our proposed personal allowances are more generous than those
people are expecting to receive, which means that people born after April 1957 will be better
off, too.
For example, people over the State Pension Age earning a gross salary of £25,000 will be
eligible for a personal allowance of £10,660 in 2013-14 if they are born before 6 April 1938. This
leaves £14,340 of taxable income at 20 per cent, or £2,868. In addition, employer’s National
Insurance of £2,417 would also be due, equating to a total effective tax burden of £5,285. But
those born on or after 6 April 1948 will not be eligible for the age-related personal allowances.
They are only entitled to the standard personal allowance, currently £8,105 and scheduled to
increase to £9,205 in 2013-14. By contrast, following the abolition of National Insurance in
2017, the gross salary of £25,000 would be adjusted to £26,434 to account for the 10 per cent
2016-17 rate of employer’s National Insurance that employers would no longer have to pay.
This would leave £15,778 of taxable income after our proposed personal allowance of £10,656
(in 2013-14 prices). At the Single Income Tax rate of 30 per cent, £4,733 of tax would be due,
£551 less than now.

Self-employed earners
There were 4.2 million people in self-employment in the UK during June to August 2012,
according to ONS data9. This represents 14.2 per cent of the total 29.6 million people in
employment.
At every single income level, the self-employed will be better off under our proposals than
the current system. We propose increasing the self-employed rate of employee’s National
Insurance from 9 to 10 per cent in 2015 so that it is the same rate as everyone else’s. However,
the cost of this is outweighed by the benefit of our three other proposals for self-employed
National Insurance. Firstly, to increase the lower profits limit to the inflation-adjusted
equivalent of a £10,000 personal allowance at 2011-12 prices. Secondly, to abolish the weekly
flat rate Class 2 self-employment contributions of £2.65 per week (totalling £137.80 annually).
Thirdly, to abolish contributions above the Upper Profits Limit, currently 2 per cent.
HMRC estimate that increasing the self-employed main rate of National Insurance from 9 to
10 per cent would raise £230 million whereas abolishing the additional weekly £2.65
contributions would cost £371 million in foregone receipts. This implied that self-employed
9

ONS, Labour Market Statistics, October 2012
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earners would gain £141 million even before the effect of more generous thresholds. And
because it would replace a flat-rate ‘poll tax’ with a percentage of earnings, it would be
especially beneficial for low earners.
But not only will the self-employed be financially better off, they will also benefit from a
much simpler system. Instead of having one set of thresholds and rates for National
Insurance, another set for Income Tax and a separate, additional weekly charge to consider,
they will from April 2015 only have one set of thresholds that applies to both National
Insurance and Income Tax and a single rate for National Insurance. From April 2017, National
Insurance will be abolished leaving a single set of rates and thresholds. Finally, from April
2020 a Single Income Tax will be introduced leaving only a single threshold and a single rate
of 30 per cent.

Chart 3: Self-employed total Income Tax and National Insurance liability

Chart 4: Tax cut for self-employed earners as a percentage of income. 2017 proposals
compared to 2012-13, by income percentile
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Volunteer Development Workers
Reduced rates of National Insurance for Volunteer Development Workers would be abolished
from 2015. Instead, those who qualify would instead qualify for the lower rates available to
self-employed earners. However, because State Pensions would be decoupled from National
Insurance contributions under existing Government plans for a flat rate State Pension and
because the other narrow range of benefits where a link still exists (see appendix B) would
also be decoupled from National Insurance and based on different criteria, National
Insurance contributions would no longer be relevant in terms of entitlement to receipt of
pensions or benefits.

Share fishermen
Reduced rates of National Insurance for share fishermen would be abolished from 2015.
Instead, those who qualify would instead qualify for the lower rates available to selfemployed earners. However, National Insurance contributions would no longer be relevant in
terms of entitlement to receipt of pensions or benefits for two reasons. Firstly because State
Pensions would be decoupled from National Insurance contributions under existing
Government plans for a flat rate State Pension and secondly because the other narrow range
of benefits where a link still exists (see appendix B) would also be decoupled from National
Insurance and based on different criteria.
At every single income level, share fishermen will be better off under our proposals for the
self-employed than the current system. We propose increasing the self-employed rate of
employee’s National Insurance from 9 to 10 per cent in 2015 so that it is the same rate as
everyone else’s. However, the cost of this is outweighed by the benefit of our three other
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proposals for self-employed National Insurance. Firstly, to increase the lower profits limit to
the inflation-adjusted equivalent of a £10,000 personal allowance at 2011-12 prices. Secondly,
to abolish the weekly flat rate Class 2 share fishermen’s contributions of £3.30 per week
(totalling £171.60 annually). Thirdly, to abolish contributions above the Upper Profits Limit,
currently 2 per cent.
But not only will share fishermen be financially better off under our proposals, they will also
benefit from a much simpler system. Instead of having one set of thresholds and rates for
National Insurance, another set for Income Tax and a separate, additional weekly charge to
consider, they will from April 2015 only have one set of thresholds that applies to both
National Insurance and Income Tax and a single rate for National Insurance. From April 2017,
National Insurance will be abolished leaving a single set of rates and thresholds. Finally, from
April 2020 a Single Income Tax will be introduced leaving only a single threshold and a single
rate of 30 per cent.

People with fluctuating incomes
The impact of these proposals on people with incomes which fluctuate within a year would
depend on the levels around which the incomes fluctuated. It is conceivable that a small
number of people in circumstances where their income fluctuates around the National
Insurance Upper Earnings Limit of £817 per week could be liable for more tax under our
proposals. This is because earnings above this amount in a single week are liable for
employee’s National Insurance contributions at 2 per cent, whereas income under that
amount is liable for 12 per cent. So when income is averaged out due to annual assessments
instead of weekly assessments, these higher earners may lose out. Earners whose income
fluctuates around the Primary Threshold of £146 (the amount below which no employee’s
National Insurance is due) will conversely be better off because of the principle is mirrored.
For example, people who earn on average £145 per week would have a total annual income of
£7,540. If it is split up with one third earned during one half of the year and the other two
thirds in the other half of the year, they would currently be liable for £148 of employee’s
National Insurance and their employers would be liable for a further £177, a total of £325.
Because these will be averaged out under our proposals, from April 2015 no National
Insurance would be payable at all. Before then, however, our proposal to cut the rates of
National Insurance from 12 per cent and 13.8 per cent to 11 per cent in April 2013 means that
such people would benefit from a substantial cut to £135 each for employees and employers, a
total of £270.
Similarly, people who earn on average £817 per week would have a total annual income of
£42,484. If a third of their total annual income is earned during one half of the year and the
other two thirds in the other half of the year, they would currently be liable for £8,308 of both
National Insurance charges and £6,878 of Income Tax, a total of £15,186. Our proposal to cut
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the main rates of National Insurance from 12 per cent and 13.8 per cent to 11 per cent in April
2013 means that such people would benefit from a substantial cut to a total of £7,039 for both
National Insurance charges and Income Tax of £6,400, a total of £13,439. This total would be
cut again to £12,814 from April 2015 due to further cuts in both of the rates to 10 per cent
which outweigh the effect of assessing liabilities annually instead of weekly. That means that
from April 2015 they would pay the same amount of tax that others would pay with a nonfluctuating but annually identical income.

People with multiple jobs
There were 1.1 million people with a second job in the UK during June to August 2012,
according to ONS data.10 This represents 3.8 per cent of the total 29.6 million people in
employment.
Because National Insurance thresholds and rates are applied to each job rather than for an
individual’s total income, they distort the labour market for those on low and average
incomes (under £817 per week) against full-time employment and in favour of part-time
employment. An employee who holds two part time jobs rather than one full time job
benefits from two National Insurance thresholds of income. Similarly, an employer who hires
two part time employees benefits from two thresholds for employer’s National Insurance.
However, the effect is reversed at higher income levels due to the regressive rate structure of
employee’s National Insurance, 11 per cent on income under £817 per week and 2 per cent
above that level.
The principle behind the personal allowance is to avoid taxing the lowest earners. There are
powerful arguments in favour and against a personal allowance. Those in favour say that
money should not be forcibly taken from people who already earn at most only enough for
the most basic of needs and often less than even that. Those against say that tax law should
treat people equally and that even the lowest earners ought to contribute at least something
to the cost of government and should face the same tax incentives in favour of less
government as well as the spending incentives in favour of more government. We find the
first argument more powerful up to a level of income of around £10,000 per year. But
irrespective of what level of personal allowance is best, the sole argument in favour of
assessment per job is administrative simplicity. A person is not a low earner because one of
his jobs does not pay well. A person is only a low earner if his total earnings are low. There is
no good reason why someone with a low income from a single employer should have to pay
more tax than a high earner with multiple employers.
Abolishing National Insurance will remove this unfairness and the distortions but it will also
temporarily increase the tax liability in 2017 for those with total annual earnings under
10

ONS, Labour Market Statistics, October 2012
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£55,266 from two jobs. For example, someone who earns £10,000 (at 2012-13 prices) a year
from one job and £5,000 from another will pay a total of £1,639 under our proposals in 201718. That’s a substantial cut of £376 from the current (2012-13) liability of £2,015. But it’s also
higher than the £1,366 that would be liable under our proposals in 2014-15, the year before
most of the simplification measures we have proposed would be implemented. People with
two jobs will be substantially better off in every year under our proposals than under the
current system, but some of the value of improvements already implemented in the proposals
for 2013 will be reversed in 2015. By 2020, however, the full value of 2013 proposals will be
restored and the tax liability will have been cut back to £1,366 again.

People in standard ‘pay as you earn’ (PAYE) employment
Most people in employment have non-fluctuating incomes from a single employer and are
not in self-employment. There were 25.1 million employees in the UK during June to August
2012, according to ONS data.11 There were also 1.1 million people with second jobs. That
means there were at least 24 million employees without a second job. This represents 81.1 per
cent of the total 29.6 million people in employment. Some of these people will have
fluctuating incomes rather than a standard, fixed salary. People with fluctuating incomes are
addressed in a separate impact assessment in this section.
All standard, single-employer ‘PAYE’ workers at all levels of income would be better off in
every year under our proposals. The total effective marginal tax rate, combining both
National Insurance charges and Income Tax, is now 40.2 per cent. Our proposals would cut
this in 2013 to 37.8 per cent, cut it again to 36.4 per cent in 2015 and then steadily cut it again
in 2017, 2018, 2019 and finally in 2020 to the Single Income Tax of 30 per cent.
Employees would also be able to see the whole value that they are compensated for their
labour by their employers and the whole value of the tax they pay on that income. After 2013
they would benefit from a marginally but genuinely simpler system with lower rates, and
fewer and higher thresholds. After 2015 they would benefit from a substantially simpler
system with a single set of rules, definitions and thresholds and even lower rates. From 2017,
they would benefit from still lower rates and just one Income Tax system. Rates would be cut
again in every year until 2020 when a single rate of 30 per cent would remain, above a
generous personal allowance.

Chart 5: Proposed combined Income Tax and National Insurance marginal effective rates:
2013 and 2015

11

ONS, Labour Market Statistics, October 2012
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Chart 6: Proposed combined Income Tax and National Insurance marginal effective rates:
2017-20
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Employers
Employers would face two sets of changes to the operation of National Insurance under our
proposals followed by its complete abolition in 2017. But the administrative work required
would be counterbalanced by substantial rate cuts and lasting simplification that would
significantly reduce the continuing administrative burden on employers. An overwhelming
79 per cent12 of surveyed Institute of Directors members agree with the statement “Income
Tax and National Insurance should be fully merged”. Just 11 per cent disagree. The remainder
either didn’t know or neither agree nor disagree.
The “Secondary Threshold” of £144 per week is the amount above which employer’s National
Insurance becomes payable. From April 2013 it would be abolished so that only the “Primary
Threshold” of £146 per week would remain and both employer’s and employee’s National
Insurance would be based on that single figure. Employer’s National Insurance would also be
cut from 13.8 to 11 per cent. Market forces would soon mean that this cut would be passed on
to employees in the form of higher wages, but there would be a lag before this effect was fully
passed through and this would provide employers with welcome relief in the meantime,
stimulating job creation and increasing both employment and profits.
Employers would also be required to amend payslips from April 2013 to ensure that
employer’s National Insurance contributions are published. This would assist labour relations
by showing employees the full extent of the payments which employers make in order to
receive the labour of their employees. Employers would be able to opt out of this requirement
for one year if they are unable to adjust their processes in time for April 2013.
12

See Appendix C for full details.
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From April 2015, both employee’s and employer’s National Insurance would be cut again to 10
per cent and thresholds would be set at the same annual levels as Income Tax, further
reducing the burden on employers, and stimulating employment and profits again.
Assessment of National Insurance would also be conducted on an annual basis but separate
thresholds would be abolished, meaning that employers would only have to concern
themselves with a single set. Similarly, separate rules covering the definition and applicability
of earnings, self-employment, expenses and the deductibility of pension contributions for
National Insurance purposes would be abolished, so employers would only have to refer to a
single set which would apply to both National Insurance and Income Tax. Employee’s
National Insurance would be calculated per person by applying the 10 per cent rate to
whatever income was already calculated as liable for basic rate Income Tax under HMRC’s
PAYE system. Employer’s National Insurance, however, would continue to be calculated on a
per-job basis, so that an employee’s other earnings would not alter an employer’s liability for
employer’s National Insurance.
From April 2017 National Insurance would be abolished entirely. Employers would be
required to calculate and record a “legacy gross earnings multiplier” for every employee. This
multiplier would be calculated by dividing the sum of the total gross earnings from that
employer in 2016-17 and the total employer’s National Insurance paid in 2016-17 by the total
gross earnings from that employer in 2016-17. Employers would be required to increase their
contractual payments to the employee by the multiplier, to ensure that an employee’s true
earnings remained unchanged by merging Income Tax and National Insurance. For example,
if an employer paid a salary of £20,000 per year and a personal allowance of £10,448 meant
that the annual employer’s National Insurance at 10 per cent amounted to £955.20, the legacy
gross earnings multiplier would be 1.04776. This multiplier would also be retained to reverse
the new, higher gross income so that statutory entitlements which are based on gross salaries
or wages (such as redundancy payments) would remain unaffected.
Table 5: Demonstration of “legacy gross earnings multiplier” for an employee
2016-17
Gross income

2017-18

£20,000.00

£20,955.20

£10,448.00

£10,448.00

Taxable income

£9,552.00

£10,507.20

Income Tax

£1,910.40

£3,782.59

Personal allowance

Employee's National Insurance
Net income
Employer's National Insurance
Total employer salary and employer's National Insurance
cost
Legacy gross earnings multiplier
Total taxes

£955.20

£0.00

£17,134.40

£17,172.61

£955.20

£0.00

£20,955.20

£20,955.20

1.04776
£3,820.80

£3,782.59
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An employer with an employee on a salary of £25,000 is currently liable for employer’s
National Insurance contributions of £2,417. From April 2013, that would be cut to £1,915 and
then again to £1,434 from April 2015. Employer’s National Insurance would be abolished
entirely in 2017, but the salary would be increased by £1,455 meaning that the employer would
not receive additional net financial benefit in 2017.
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Appendices
Appendix A – National Insurance classes, rates and thresholds 2012-13
Table 6: National Insurance classes, rates and thresholds 2012-13
Class

Description

Class 1

Standard rate between weekly earnings of £146 and £817 payable by the
employee (usually through the PAYE system) from the employee’s official
wage or salary. 2% above £817. Married women in continuous employment
since 1977 or before and widows pay a reduced rate of 5.85%. A rebate of
1.4% is due for those who ‘contract out’ of the Additional State Pension.

12%

Standard self-employed flat rate.
Special Class 2 rate for share fishermen.
Special Class 2 rate for volunteer development workers.
Class 3
Voluntary contribution flat rate.
Class 4
Self-employed rate for profits between £7,605 and £42,475. 2% for profits
above £42,475.
Employer’s National Insurance
Class 1
Employer’s rate payable by employers on weekly earnings in excess of £144
in addition to the stated wage or salary. Rebates apply for those who are
members of contracted-out pension schemes which are paid into the
schemes by HMRC, at 3.4% for salary-related ones.

£2.65/week
£3.30/week
£5.35/week
£13.25/week
9%

Class 2

Class 1a
Class 1b

Employer-provided benefits.
Contribution relating to certain expenses under ‘PAYE Settlement
Agreements’ between HMRC and an employer.

Rate

13.8%

13.8%
13.8%
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Appendix B – interaction with benefits and pension entitlements
The National Insurance system interacts with nine benefits which currently rely on National
Insurance contributions: the State Pension; the Additional State Pension; contribution-based
variants of Jobseeker’s Allowance; Employment and Support Allowance and Incapacity
Benefit; Maternity Allowance; Bereavement Allowance; Bereavement Payment; and Widowed
Parent’s Allowance. There is no reason why other existing taxes cannot be used to determine
benefit eligibility, to the extent that a contributory element is required, when National
Insurance is abolished.
This paper does not propose a specific mechanism to replace the National Insurance function
of determining who should be eligible for how much of which of any of the benefits in the
table below. A replacement mechanism would clearly be advisable, however, particularly for
state pensions. Regard should be paid to eligibility for pension entitlement for EU citizens
settling in the UK and for UK citizens settling abroad during their retirement.
Pension age entitlement is primarily based on the Pension Credit which tops up people’s
incomes, savings, State Pensions and other pensions to a minimum amount (currently
£142.70 per week) based on personal circumstances. However, entitlement above this level is
based on the State Pensions which are restricted based on the number of ‘qualifying years’
and payment levels of National Insurance people have made over their working lives in the
UK. Replacing this mechanism for calculating someone’s entitlement to the State Pensions
with a flat rate State Pension is a policy intention set out in the Government paper “A state
pension for the 21st century – public consultation” published in 2011. This would eliminate the
need for National Insurance as a mechanism for determining pensions entitlement.
An alternative would be to base pension entitlements on the amount of UK Income Tax
individuals have paid, which would be more complicated and administratively costly but
would maintain a contributory element to the system. Another alternative would be to phase
out the State Pension and impose a compulsory superannuation scheme broadly following
the model introduced by the Australian Labor government under Prime Minister Paul
Keating in 1992.
Similarly, this paper does not propose a mechanism for replacing rebates for contracted out
pension schemes. These are currently set at 1.4 per cent for employee’s National Insurance
and 3.4 per cent for employer’s National Insurance. Because we propose that National
Insurance should be abolished from April 2017, contracted out rebates would disappear
because they are a feature of that system. But continuing to provide a shelter from tax for
pensions savings holds many advantages for a Government that wishes to increase private
participation in pension schemes and reduce long-term dependence on future taxpayers. The
Single Income Tax would address this issue comprehensively by effectively sheltering all
payments into a pension scheme from tax, not just those up to the value of the rebate. The
details of the transition to this feature of the capital taxes element of the Single Income Tax
will be discussed in a separate paper.
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Table 7: Interaction of benefits and entitlements with National Insurance
Benefit

Operation and interaction with National Insurance (2012-13)

State Pensions

The Government is consulting on replacing the State Pension and the “Additional State
Pension” with a new flat rate state pension not related to National Insurance
contributions, thereby abolishing the already weak link. The value of current state
pensions are based in part on National Insurance contributions, although the system is
very complicated and can even have the effect of making a pension worth less if National
Insurance contributions are paid in certain circumstances. People qualify for the State
Pension if they have accrued enough “qualifying years” (years where they earned enough
to pay National Insurance contributions) while the Additional State Pension’s value
depends on the level of National Insurance contributions paid.

Jobseeker’s
Allowance

A non-means-tested payment of up to £71.00 per week (for those over 25) is paid for up to
six months for people with complete National Insurance contributions records in the
previous two tax years. This is in place of a means-tested equivalent payment for those
who do not qualify for the (National Insurance) contributions-based JSA.

Employment and
Support
Allowance

ESA is paid to those with a disability which restricts the claimant’s ability to work. The
‘contribution-based’ element is available to those who meet the National Insurance
contributions criteria (firstly having paid National Insurance contributions on earnings of
25 times the weekly “Lower Earnings Limit” (currently £102) in each of the previous three
years and secondly having paid or being treated as paid at least 50 times the LEL in each of
the two previous years). This replaces Incapacity Benefit but those who do not meet the
criteria may be eligible for the means-tested ‘income based’ ESA instead. Neither are
available to people who are eligible for Statutory Sick Pay or Jobseeker’s Allowance. It is
paid at £71.00 per week in a 13-week assessment period and subsequently £99.15 or £105.05
depending on the assessment.

Incapacity Benefit

Incapacity Benefit closed to new applicants on 31 January 2011. Existing applicants are
being moved to Employment and Support Allowance (see above). Consequently,
Incapacity Benefit will soon cease to affect potential National Insurance and Income Tax
reforms.

Maternity
Allowance

Maternity Allowance is a benefit of £135.45 (or 90 per cent of average weekly earnings,
whichever is lower) payable for up to 39 weeks to pregnant women who are or have
recently been self-employed or who are employed but not eligible for Statutory Maternity
Pay. Self-employed people are treated as earning £150.50 if they have paid Class 2 National
Insurance contributions in 13 of the 66 weeks before the pregnancy due date).

Bereavement
benefits

The surviving spouse (when the deceased partner had a good record of National Insurance
contributions or whose death was caused by their job) in a marriage or civil partnership
but who is neither over the state pension age, nor divorced, nor living with another person
as a spouse nor in prison, is eligible for:
■ Bereavement Payment, a £2,000 tax free payment made if applied for within 12 months
of the death.
■ Widowed Parent’s Allowance, a weekly benefit of up to £105.95 when the surviving
spouse receives Child Benefit or is expecting the deceased’s baby.
■ Bereavement Allowance, a weekly benefit of a maximum of £105.95 for those aged 55 to
the state pension age decreasing to £31.79 for those aged 45. Payments are reduced when
the deceased’s National Insurance contributions record is incomplete. The benefit is not
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payable to those aged under 45.
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Appendix C – Institute of Directors member survey statistics
Table 8: Should National Insurance be fully merged with Income Tax?
“Income Tax and National Insurance should be fully merged”
Number

Per cent

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Total agree

558
327
885

49.60
29.07
78.67

Strongly disagree
Disagree somewhat
Total disagree

47
82
129

4.18
7.29
11.47

86
25

7.64
2.22

1125

100.00

Neither agree nor disagree
Don’t know
All responses

Chart 7: “Income tax and national insurance should be fully merged”
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Table 9: Can employer’s National Insurance alter how much staff are paid?
“When employer’s National Insurance increases, that reduces what I can pay staff”
Number

Per cent

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Total agree

347
471
818

30.84
41.87
72.71

Strongly disagree
Disagree somewhat
Total disagree

30
106
136

2.67
9.42
12.09

Neither agree nor disagree
Don’t know

160
11

14.22
0.98

All responses

1125

100.00

Chart 8: “When employer’s National Insurance increases, that reduces what I can pay staff”
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Appendix D – National Insurance and Income Tax proposed rates to 2020

Fiscal year from April:
Basic rate
Employers
Employees
Income Tax
Total marginal rate:
Self employed
Employers
Employees
Income Tax
Total
marginal
rate:
Higher rate
Employers
Employees
Income Tax
Total
marginal
rate:
Additional rate
Employers
Employees
Income Tax
Total
marginal
rate:
Married women*
Employers
Employees

Existing
2012

Step one
2013
2013

13.8
13.8
12.0
12.0
20.0
20.0
40.25% 40.25%

0.0
9.0
20.0

0.0
9.0
20.0

29.00% 29.00%

13.8
2.0
40.0

11.0
11.0
20.0
37.84%

11.0
11.0
20.0
37.84%

10.0
10.0
20.0
36.36%

0.0
9.0
20.0

0.0
9.0
20.0

0.0
10.0
20.0

11.0
2.0
40.0

49.03% 49.03%

47.75%

13.8
2.0
50.0

57.82%

57.82%

13.8
5.85

13.8
5.85

Step three
2016
2017
10.0
10.0
20.0
36.0
36.36% 36.00%

0.0
10.0
20.0

11.0
2.0
40.0

10.0
0.0
40.0

10.0
0.0
40.0

2018

2019

2020

Abolished
34.0
32.0
30.0
34.00% 32.00% 30.00%

Abolished
30.0

29.00% 29.00% 30.00% 30.00% 30.00%

13.8
2.0
40.0

13.8
2.0
50.0

Step two
2014
2015

30.0

30.0

30.0

30.00% 30.00% 30.00%

Abolished
40.0

36.0

47.75% 45.45% 45.45% 40.00%

36.00%

33.0

30.0

33.00% 30.00%

Abolished

11.0
5.85

11.0
5.85

Abolished
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Income Tax
Total
marginal
rate:

20.0

20.0

20.0

20.0

34.84% 34.84%

33.20%

33.20%

Appendix E – National Insurance and Income Tax proposed thresholds† to 2020

Fiscal year from April:
Tax free amounts
Employer's NI
(Annual equivalent)
Employee's NI
(Annual equivalent)
Income Tax
Higher Rate
Employer's NI
(Annual equivalent)
Employee's NI
(Annual equivalent)
Income Tax
Additional Rate
Income Tax

Existing
2012
£144
£7,488
£146
£7,592
£8,105

Step one
2013
2013
*
*
*
*
£9,205

£146
£7,592
£146
£7,592
£10,656

Step two
2014
2015
£146
£7,592
£146
£7,592
£10,656

Step three
2016
2017

Annualised
£10,656 £10,656
Annualised
£10,656 £10,656
£10,656 £10,656

2018

2019

Abolished

£10,656

Abolished
£10,656 £10,656

Not applicable
Not applicable
£817
£797.12
£817
£817
Annualised
£42,484
£41,450 £42,484 £42,484 £45,026 £45,026
£42,475
£41,450 £45,026 £45,026 £45,026 £45,026 £45,026

Abolished
£45,026 £45,026

£150,000 £150,000

2020

£10,656

Abolished

Self-employed Class 4 profits limits
(basic rate equivalent)
Employer’s
Not applicable
Employee’s (lower)
£7,605
* £7,605 £7,605 £10,656 £10,656
Employee’s (upper)
£42,475
£41,450 £45,026 £45,026 £45,026 £45,026
Income Tax
£42,475
£41,450 £45,026 £45,026 £45,026 £45,026 £45,026

Abolished
£45,026 £45,026

* National Insurance tax free amounts for 2013-14 were not available at the time of publication
† All proposed thresholds expressed in 2013-14 prices.
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